My fuel burn chart for Stargazer II. She is a 30 Express with 307Qs.
By Jeff Vail July, 2016

Now, a few things you need to know to make a comparison.
We are 30 feet long on the center line on deck, 32 feet overall, and have a loaded water line length of
28.4 feet, 10.5 foot beam, 5 degree dedrise hull shape, (Big Flat Ski Boat)
Our minimum speed to plane at Normal Displacement both calculated and observed is 15.74 MPH.
Light Ship we are 9950 pounds. LS conditions are 1 person on board, no water, no waste, and less than
50 gallons of fuel aboard.
Normal Displacement, what we were when this chart was done we are around 10600 pounds. That is 2
people on board, provisioned for a weekend, between 90 and 110 gallons of fuel aboard, at least 10
gallons of water in the tank, and less then 5 gallons of waste.
The next two displacement settings are Trip displacement, 180 gallons of gas, provisioned for at least 4
days, which comes in at 11700 pounds, and Expedition Displacement, full tank of gas, full water, empty
waste, and food for two people for a week, that is 13500 pounds. The last two don't really apply to your
situation.
When the chart was done we had low time engines, less than 200 hours on the rebuilds, and we did it
with a stop watch and the tank dip stick. We would run up river for 7 1/2 minutes, then turn and run
down river for 7 1/2 minutes, average the speeds, and measure how much gas we used. We used 15
minute intervals, then multiplied by 4 to get Gallons per Hour. The speeds are speed over ground from a
Garmin GPS unit. We get slightly better mileage now that they have a few hours on them, on the order
of 12%, but I have not changed the chart, (lazy)
The engines don't care much about what we weigh, the only thing they know is how wide the throttle
plates are open, but as we get heaver we get slower. I have found over time that an extra 1000 pounds
will take an extra 100 RPM to move, so 20 mph takes 3000 RPM rather than 2900.
Our "happy" spot with guests aboard, more weight, is around 1300 RPM.
And this is what she looks like;

